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Welcome to “Vision”, the free e-magazine of Vision for Learning Ltd. The
magazine is a quarterly publication with features, updates and opportunities
for you. Bringing you information about learning, teaching, leadership and
coaching, with features, tools and tips.
In this edition you will find:
•
Two regular columns from teachers who are coaching in their schools
“ A day in the life of a coaching teacher”
•
A feature article on work-life balance
•
Information on courses of interest to you
Will Thomas, Director, Vision for Learning Ltd

An introduction to NLP
“Excellent two days, interesting, proactive and very enjoyable” SW,
Herts

With Will Thomas
2nd/3rd February 2007

A course specifically designed for education professionals to give you
the best in NLP change strategies, without having to attend a one month
NLP course!
NLP is a cutting edge communication and change approach ideal for
classrooms, leadership and one-to-one coaching situations
For info: info@visionforlearning.co.uk

Places limited

BOOK NOW!!

A Day in the Life of a Coaching Teacher…
Interest has grown in the last few years in the processes of coaching and NLP ( Neuro-linguistic Programming), for schools. Stories abound of teachers, leaders and teaching assistants using techniques that support colleagues and pupils to achieve their potential, through specific approaches to communicating ideas and promoting change.
Here we offer the experiences of two teachers, one primary and one secondary
colleague, both of whom are using cutting edge approaches to making a difference
in their schools. June Whittle is a ‘Leading Teacher’ and literacy consultant in Surrey. Jean Ramsey is a successful Head of Creative Arts in Oxfordshire. Here they
tell their stories in a series of articles spanning the next four issues of Vision.

Introducing June Whittle
A day in the life of a coaching primary school
teacher
A day in the life
of a primary
school coach
The highlight of
today was being
asked by a class
of Y2 children if
they could carry
on, next week,
with the coaching we’d started this afternoon. I hadn’t given the coaching a name we were learning to think about what we
were good at and how we could improve it.
We started with a whole-class visualization
and went silently into identifying 3 things
we were good at (maybe we had something
that we secretly thought we were good at
and might prefer to keep secret for now.)
Everyone became totally absorbed in their
thoughts.
‘Now’, I said, ‘choose your favourite thing
that you’re good at, out of the 3 things
you’d thought of.’
We continued with a little more visualization and I asked for a volunteer to come
and share their thoughts with us. A forest
of hands reached up.

Annalise told us that she was good at basketball. I
asked her to think of 1 thing that she could do
today or tomorrow to improve her basketball
skills, even just slightly. Beaming, she came up with
her ideas. With guidance, she then chose her preferred course of action and identified when she
would take that action. We discussed her level of
commitment on a scale of 0 – 10. She gave it a
score of 10 and will let me know tomorrow how
she got on!
From experience, this level of motivation can be
sustained by paying attention to individual
strengths and following-up on targets. Bit by bit
self-coaching can become a habit. Whole-class
coaching on individual targets can work!
I went through exactly the same process with
another volunteer, yielding the same focus and
results. Everybody wanted to be involved. We
chose partners and went through the process with
a partner. The excitement and interest showed in
the concentrated hub of conversation.
Earlier in the day I continued an on-going coach-

Coaching for Performance
Course

ing conversation with a mum as she sharpened pencils
and the children were out at play. She tells me that her
response to her child’s (perceived) behaviour issues has
changed immeasurably for the better since we’d been
having our conversations. Again, I don’t label these conversations as ‘coaching’. Her perceptions are changing
and her belief in her capabilities as a parent has shifted
through the use of coaching techniques.
One of the tools I have introduced her to, is to keep a
compliments book and to actively listen out for compliments about herself, her parenting and her son etc. She
writes them all down. From a point where she believed
that nobody ever complimented her (except her husband who, according to her belief, of course, didn’t
count) she now proudly relates compliments to me.
Better still, she is noticing the good things that other
people say about her son and is starting to see these
things in him herself.
‘Martini coaching’ as Will Thomas describes it, does
indeed go on any time, any place, anywhere at school!
Having time to talk through issues is a luxury in school.
This form of coaching is quick and yet still enables others to find their own solutions and move forward at
their own pace.

With Will Thomas
An Introduction to Coaching

“Supportive atmosphere, real-life situations and expert coach –content and delivery excellent, Many thanks!”
T.A. Birmingham

One day introduction to coaching for
teachers, leaders and teaching assistants

Walking along the corridor today I had a brief chat to a
colleague who is anxious about giving a presentation to
parents in a few days time. Although, unfortunately,
•
neither of us had time for a coaching session, she was
willing to accept and consider a few carefully placed
questions. Amongst these, I asked her to think about
•
what strengths she currently has that might help her
during the presentation. I also asked her to think about
how she would like the presentation to go and to come
back to me with a description involving all of her senses. •
The brief conversation we had uncovered a belief system that can be gently challenged next time we meet.
•
Today has been a day of ‘off the cuff’ interactions. It’s
not always that way! Dedicated coaching sessions can be •
planned for even in the busy, pressurized environment
of school. At the end of today I know that these snippets of coaching have initiated some shifts or a changes
and a search for answers that will be appropriate to that
individual. We all have unique solutions to our own
unique points of issue or desires. Certainly, through
coaching, I am energized to new levels of professional
growth.
June Whittle, Dec 2006

YOUR STORIES…..here
We would love to feature your success stories with learning,
teaching and coaching. If you have a story to tell, a strategy
to share or a funny incident to relay, contact us at:
info@visionforlearning.co.uk

Learn the differences between
coaching and mentoring
Come away with simple and effective ways to structure coaching
Develop highly effective questioning
strategies
Build a wider vision for CPD
Qualify top attend the advanced
coaching programme

2nd March 2007
For info:
info@visionforlearning.co.uk
Or call 01684 - 578754

Book now!

A day in the life of a Coaching Secondary School Teacher
Introducing Jean Ramsey.

First Steps…...
I have been teaching off and on at the same Oxfordshire secondary school for 29 years ( between bouts of having
children). I have been through numerous reincarnations from probationary English teacher ( I can remember reading
whole books as a class… for pleasure) to jaded, coasting down hill to retirement, ‘God this term’s dragging’... Head of
Creative Arts.
I was bored; I was burnt out; I wanted out. I scanned the local paper drawn to a double page advertisement for new
career paths as either a Mediator or a Coach. Mediation sounded a bit depressing, so I decided on Coaching. I was
desperate and rang the number. They were persistent and persuasive: my husband was sceptical and derisory.
I signed up, did the training course and I saw the promised land of solutions-focussed lessons; sharing my long term
objectives with my classes and my stress levels decreasing. I started to “walk the talk,” sharing what I was learning.
No wonder students do not listen when they’ve never been sold the benefits of active listening. The young people were
genuinely interested in how to relate to each other. I absorbed a fundamental coaching truth, that you can’t change
other people, but you can change how you relate to them and wow …that’s powerful stuff. In the next issue of Vision I
share my experiences of coaching students in school, and being coached myself, alongside tips for great coaching in
school.
Jean Ramsey, Dec 2006

Managing Workload – Getting a Life

By Will Thomas, author of The Managing Workload Pocketbook

Managing the heavy workload of teaching is perhaps the hottest
topic of any staffroom. In a series of articles over five issues of
Vision e-magazine we examine the reasons why managing workload is important, the attitudes that can make it work in your favour, and the practical steps
to take to really make a difference. Whether you are at a point of crisis or simply wishing to tweak

your workload management, there are useful strategies for you within the article series. Over the next five
issues we explore:

•
•
•
•

Managing workload – getting a life,
How happiness and life work balance connect
Small changes, big results – strategies for even better organisation
Taming time – practical approaches to time management
“Your Time” - building resilience for the challenges ahead
Life-Work Balance
There have been strong National pressures in recent years to encourage people and employers to promote
healthy balances between work and personal life. Thought-provoking statistics emerged in 2000 from a CIPD

survey about so-called “long-hours workers”. These were defined as people who work more than 48 hours
per week. The study found:
70% of long hours workers were too tired to hold a conversation
43% of partners of long hours workers were fed up having to shoulder domestic burdens
29% of partners of long hours workers felt that the long hours had “a quite, or very negative effect” on their
partner’s relationship with their children
Over a third of children of long hours workers said they saw too little of their parent
Teaching professionals are one of the most likely groups to exceed the 48 hour threshold. Whilst there is no
doubt that good leadership can make a difference to workload, in this article series we look at the ways in
which you personally can take more control, whatever your situation.
So what does a good life-work balance look like?
This is a very personal matter. For some it may be little more than your basic contact time in a week, for
others it may be 48 hours or more. Many people enjoy their work and get a great deal of satisfaction from it.
Difficulties only emerge where work impinges upon personal relationships, leisure time, or on your wellbeing. It may not simply be about the hours that we work, it can be about the way we organise work around
the rest of our lives.
How would I know if I have a Life-Work Balance problem?
Some symptoms and signs that your workload might be out of balance with the rest of your life are:
• Excessive irritability and tiredness
• Repeatedly declining social events under pressure of work
• Extending your regular working hours at either end of the day, over time
• Feelings of ineffectiveness guilt and reduced confidence
• Concerns or fears about taking rest
• Interrupted sleep
• Fears about saying no to demands
• Breaking promises to friends and family
One of the most common symptoms coaches find amongst their “long-hours worker” coaching clients is the
fear of stopping to rest. An insidious and illogical fear of quiet time develops. There is an emotional line that
we cross when we consistently overwork. This line is called the rest-anxiety threshold ( see fig 1)

Rest-anxiety
threshold
ONE WAY VALVE

REST
Low heart rate
Low adrenal function
Resting alertness
Contented feelings
Stillness of mind

Fig 1 The Rest-anxiety threshold

OVER WORK
High heart rate
High adrenal function
High alert
Emotional stress
Anxious or “buzzing” mind

When we have filled all of our time with activity and exclude periods of stillness we cross the rest-anxiety
threshold. At the time the threshold is crossed it is unnoticeable. At that stage we are in the clutches of
chronic busyness - often responding to crises. There may be adrenaline high that is actually enjoyable. It so
creeps up on us that we don’t realise we are operating in a state of constant readiness. Like a one-way valve,
the rest-anxiety threshold acts to prevent us from returning to a state of relaxation. Each time we approach the possibility of resting, anxious feelings and thoughts push us back to constant readiness. Over time,
slowly and steadily, our resilience and effectiveness diminish. Numerous studies have been done which show
the link between a long-hours culture and reduced professional effectiveness and resilience. But it’s by no
means a one way street. Recognising your situation and taking action is possible.

Case study

Cathy Groves, is a highly successful and dedicated teacher, at South Bromsgrove School. She
successfully improved her life-work balance after her own workload had spiralled out of control.
She says:
“The most important step for me was to realise that I could still be a worthwhile person, valued
colleague and good teacher without working every hour of the day and night. Once I had
grasped this, it was easier to make the changes I needed to make without feeling guilty. Unfortunately, I waited until I was in a state of extreme stress before reaching this point. Changing
the way I worked then became a priority for the sake of my health, so I spoke to lots of friends
and colleagues to find their top tips on managing time, and decided just how much time I would
give each week to school and how much I would keep for myself. It has worked, I am now happier, healthier and enjoying the whole of my life.”

Cathy’s original situation is so typical of highly professional colleagues who want to do a good job.
Within her solution were a series of important dimensions including listening to the complaints of
your own mind and body and of loved ones around you. Alongside this was setting goals for change
and acquiring the skills and strategies she needed to reduce her workload. Critical was an awareness that taking action and reviewing that action moves you forward.
So if I want change how do I get started?
There are 5 key steps to bringing greater balance and managing your workload more effectively

Fig 2 Five Key Steps to Managing Workload

They are:
Evaluate now: evaluate your current position and plan regular review slots, celebrate your successes plan you’re next steps. The Managing Workload Pocketbook offers a process for evaluating
your current situation so you can analyse what you need in detail. Consider mapping your current
use of time using the Working envelope grid below. Look for patterns in your use of time and
overall hours worked.

Fig 3 Working Envelope Grid

Choose your future: identify in detail what kind of balance you would like. Use the working envelope grid above to define your ideal pattern and duration of work and personal time. Set staged
targets.
Identify habits: identify the habits which waste time and energy and replace them with winning approaches. Getting further training can seriously improve your ability to handle difficult situations
confidently and break unhelpful habits. For example, learning how to coach effectively, improves
delegation skills and reduces resistant behaviours in others. NLP provides a set of highly effective
communication and problem-solving tools.
Plan your strategy: Identify the strategies that will move you towards the future you wish for. Having someone encouraging you, can make transitions easier and more rapid
Act NOW: Take action NOW to start that process of change. Book out some time to take the
evaluation step, decide what you want and get the support you need. Make a list of things you
could do to take even more control of your workload and make progress. It is tremendously fulfilling to take positive action and begin to improve your effectiveness and well-being.
And finally….
Making changes happen can be enjoyable, and especially if you can work alongside someone who
will encourage you. Finding a buddy is tremendously helpful. Whether it’s a friend, a colleague or a
professional coach, you will have the support you need. In the next edition of the magazine we explore happiness and attitude in relation to our workload. You will get some of the practical ways
you can deal with challenging attitudes in others and also those attitudes within yourself that may
not be supporting your longer term goals.
© Will Thomas 2005 With Excerpts from The Managing Workload Pocketbook by © Will Thomas 2004, available
from 1st Jan 2007 from www.visionforlearning.co.uk

Next issue:

MARCH 2007

Including:
Tips and tools from our resident coaching teachers
More on WORK-LIFE balance
Opportunities for teachers and leaders in coaching

